
asements, espe-
cially for road

access, are extremely
important in forestry.
Having an accurate
description of the
location of an ease-
ment is critical.
Using a surveyor early in the easement
acquisition process can save money
and improve relationships by ensuring
an easement location is correctly
described. Looking at easements from
a surveyor’s perspective is helpful
because a surveyor is an important
contributor to developing an accurate
description of an easement, which can
prevent disputes from happening in
the future.

Below is a Q&A with Daniel
Hoekstra, PLA, a staff surveyor for
Statewide Land Surveying, Inc., in
Gresham, Ore., as interviewed by
Meghan Tuttle, who at the time of
this interview, was a land use forester
for Weyerhaeuser Co. out of Eugene.
Meghan is now in Weyerhaeuser’s
Government Affairs group as their
western environmental affairs
manager.

Tuttle: From your perspective,
what is the most important part
of preparing an easement?

Hoekstra: It is critical to have an
accurate easement description—you
can’t do your job well if you don’t
understand where the easement is. It’s
also important to be aware of any
obstacles to an access easement, such
as a building or a utility, that need to
be handled in a careful manner.
Always look at everything an easement
crosses to make sure there aren’t con-
flicts.

Tuttle: What is the role of the
surveyor in developing an
easement?

Hoekstra: The main role of a survey-
or is to provide an accurate and con-
cise legal description that is incorpo-
rated into the written easement. An
additional role might be to monument
the easement on the ground, if appro-
priate, so that the easement location

can be easily found years in the future.
The surveyor must communicate with
both the grantor and the grantee
regarding needs. We want to know
what is involved and why we are doing
this work so a good easement can be
written.

Tuttle: How is surveying for
easements different than
surveying property boundaries?

Hoekstra: An easement survey can
be considered as creating a new “lineal
boundary” that must be tied to an
existing property corner or property
boundary as the base starting point.
Depending on the circumstances, the
“outer boundaries” or “centerline” of
the easement may or may not need to
be located and monumented on the
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Traversing a road between timber monuments is a luxury for timber
surveyors.
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ground. A property boundary does
need to be marked. Easements can be
considered a “boundary plus” because
a surveyor needs to take a close look at
the easement itself in relationship to
the boundary survey. When preparing
easements, research should include
old deeds, historical maps, photos,
utility maps, and field survey work. 

Tuttle: What are the top consider-
ations you look for when reading
easement descriptions? 

Hoekstra: Clear language on the pur-
pose of an easement and the legal
description of it are most important.
An easement needs to be shown pre-
cisely on a map, then it can be staked
on the ground. Taking time up front to
clearly write easements is valuable and
pays off in the long run.

Tuttle: What are some of the
issues you’ve run into when
reading easement descriptions
and working with clients? 

Hoekstra: Some clients need to be
reminded that the job will go quicker
and easier if time, effort, and funds are
put toward doing it right. Some prefer
not to focus on the detail work, but
still want to record an easement. If the
easement is vague, there can be prob-
lems in the future. You might get away
with it 9 out of 10 times, but the 10th
time can cost the parties a lot if there
is a dispute.

Tuttle: Are there any issues you
view as problematic that you
recommend looking at differently
from a forestry perspective?  

Hoekstra: Easements on forestlands
are most often for access and related
construction to build a road. The
issues are like other easement issues.
Descriptions are critical and require
excellent skills using the public land
system (PLS). Most forestland is
described using this system. It’s a dou-
ble-edged sword. The PLS is very
clever. The history of it is interesting.
In the 1800s, land was being sold on
the other side of the US, next to anoth-
er ocean, where surveyors may have
never set foot. Yet a system was
designed that allowed land to be sold
to settlers using short, concise descrip-
tions: the sw quarter of sw quarter of
section 2, Township x, Range y. The
simplicity in it might make you believe
that an easement could be written in

the same simple manner, but that
would be a mistake. Yes, you can
describe an easement in a few words,
but it’s not always as easy to locate on
the ground and map it for permanent
records. 

Tuttle: Do you treat easements
differently if they are for road
construction for access?

Hoekstra: I do treat construction
easements differently. I make sure that
the easement contains language that
gives a time period when the ease-
ment should expire. This is different
from a permanent access easement,
which is not time-period related. If the
purpose for an easement could cease
in the foreseeable future, the easement
should contain language that address-
es the conditions needed to allow the
easement to expire.

Tuttle: How are your experiences
similar and dissimilar working
with private parties and govern-
ment entities?  

Hoekstra: Government agencies
have standard forms and processes in
place that must be used. The require-
ments for easements are well estab-
lished and must be met. Standards are
less rigid when working with private
parties. More flexibility and variation is
available.
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Tuttle: Can you discuss the
importance of accurate exhibits
in easements? 

Hoekstra: Exhibits (maps) are
extremely helpful in understanding
the written easement as they allow the
reader to follow the description visual-
ly. An exhibit is not an absolute
requirement for an easement, but is
strongly recommended. Many people
deal with easements that are not engi-
neers or surveyors. They may not
understand degrees, minutes, and sec-
onds, so a map can be extremely help-
ful. I almost always include an exhibit
in easements I record. I did run into a
situation recently where a company
did not want to record an exhibit map.
They thought it unnecessary because
there is a cost for every page recorded.

Tuttle: What are some of the
things you recommend foresters
should look for when reading or
developing easements? 

Hoekstra: It would be helpful to
develop an easement standard to create
a uniform look and format. Some agen-
cies have made progress with this con-
cept and have a standard way of writing
an easement for a particular purpose.
For example, the City of Portland Sewer
Agency wants the right to fix sewer lines
on private property. They have devel-
oped excellent forms and formats for

this. If you are in the business of writing
easements, it would be worthwhile to
research what others do and modify
their templates to fit your business. The
interesting thing about government vs.
private operations is that agencies usu-
ally have more time to devote to things
of this nature. They are not as bottom-
line oriented and have the resources to
do it well.

Tuttle: Do you have any addition-
al comments you would like to
share?

Hoekstra: I suggest that those work-
ing with easements regularly design a
system to store and retrieve informa-
tion. It sounds easy, but it is not.
Technology should be utilized to store
and retrieve an easement to ensure
continuity when retirements or per-
sonnel changes take place.

A surveyor is an important part of a
team that develops an easement.
Others on the team are the grantor,
grantee, and perhaps an attorney. The
surveyor’s role is to describe the loca-
tion of the easement and perhaps
monument it on the ground. There are

many other parts of an easement that
are important that other team mem-
bers develop. The list includes the
names of the parties involved, the
term (i.e., permanent or temporary),
maintenance agreements, insurance
requirements, and others.

Be sure that all issues are dealt with
before recording an easement agree-
ment into the public record because,
once recorded, these documents
remain on file and could lead to con-
fusion later.

Always have the final document
reviewed by someone who has not
seen it before. They won’t know all the
facts, but they will catch spelling errors
and question areas that they do not
understand. Easements should be
clearly written. ◆

Dan Hoekstra can be reached at
dan@statewidesurveying.com. Contact
Meghan Tuttle at meghan.tuttle@
weyerhaeuser.com.
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“It is critical to have an accurate easement description—you
can’t do your job well if you don’t understand where the
easement is.”

—Dan Hoekstra, Staff Surveyor, Statewide Land Surveying, Inc.
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Timber surveyors are accustomed to the challenges of traversing in the
forest.

WANTED: Your Ideas

The Western Forester is pub-
lished four times a year for mem-
bers of the Oregon, Washington
State, Inland Empire, and Alaska
societies. Each issue focuses on a
specific theme and seeks to
inform and provide an exchange
of information on current and
emerging issues, best practices,
and other items of interest to
resource managers.

Themes on tap for the rest of
this year include fuels manage-
ment, wood utilization, and silvi-
culture. The first two publications
in 2019 will look at collaborative
forest management and recre-
ation.

What topics within these
themes are you interested in?
Ideas and author recommenda-
tions can be sent to Lori Rasor,
editor, at rasorl@safnet.org.


